The Best Worklist
is the One You Don’t
Need to Look At
Clario SmartWorklist™ offers a functionally-rich, vendor-neutral, zero-footprint worklist
that aims to achieve worklist perfection for each individual radiologist in your imaging group.
Designed with flexibility in mind, Clario SmartWorklist ensures the right radiologist is
presented with the right case at the right time, regardless of the complexity or disparate
nature of your environment.
With the ability to launch over 50 other applications through highly tailored and dynamic
worklists, Clario SmartWorklist can adapt to the unique needs of any enterprise.

At a Glance
› Multiple-viewer support to integrate
disparate medical image repositories
› Auto-next reading mode radiologists
can trust to present the most appropriate
examination, without having to return to
the worklist
› Automatic examination distribution based
on real-time variables such as availability,
subspecialty, workload, location and more
› Dynamic worklist activations to
automatically show and hide overflow
worklists based on criteria-driven
thresholds
› AI-enabled Clario SmartWorklist can be
augmented with actionable data through
a vendor-neutral interface
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Clario SmartWorklist Offers:
Key Features

Connect with the key stakeholders:

Framework Plugins

Optimize radiology workflow:

› Collaboration between radiologists
and radiology support staff

Linqed Workflow

› Present each radiologist with their shift-based
worklist, sorted and organized according to
the reading priorities of your practice

› Instant message with your ordering
physicians and technologists

Share worklists with other workflow systems
for over-read services and operations support

› Capture and display ordering physician
contact information

AI Integration

› Auto-next feature eliminates time spent
reading the worklist
› Launch multiple PACS viewers, EMRs,
voice recognition systems and clinical
applications
› Productivity gauge provides radiologists
with real-time productivity metrics
Define your practice operations:

Track productivity
and quality metrics:
› Use real-time data to objectively
implement process improvements
› Ensure quality is maintained while
increasing productivity

› Subspecialty group definition

Application Plugins

› Service-level agreement rules

Reporting Workflow

› Exam assignment and load-balancing rules

SmartWorklist integrates with all of the
industry-standard Voice Recognition systems
and can easily adapt to the reporting
workflow needs of your organization

› Shift-driven rules
› Alerts and notifications
Integrate radiologist’s
non-reading tasks:

Customer Portal

› Double-blind, ongoing, and focused
peer learning

Connect your ordering physicians and
technologists directly to their results
and their radiologists

› Preliminary reporting and discrepancy
tracking
› Teaching files, tumour board, and
conferences organized in folders
› Image quality feedback for technologists
› Resident-attending worklists

Allows for your AI vendor to provide
actionable information to your SmartWorklist
EMR Connectivity
Connect to multiple EMRs through
FHIR interfaces to get updated patient
demographics and key exam information
RIS Connectivity
Seamlessly connect to and from your RIS
for relevant patient data
Smarter Together
Combine the core Intelerad solutions
to experience an augmented workflow
that leverages SmartWorklist’s extensive
integration capabilities with InteleOne’s ability
to consolidate cross-enterprise workflows

› Unify disparate image repositories as one
› Avoid costly data migrations by connecting
to data where it resides
› Accelerate diagnostic performance with
seamless workflow orchestration
› 64-bit web-based viewing solution with
full sub-specialty support including Breast
Imaging, Image Fusion, Orthopedics, and
Advanced Visualisation capabilities

About Intelerad Medical Systems.
Intelerad is a leader in enterprise workflows, specializing in diagnostic viewing, reporting, and collaboration solutions
for hospitals, imaging centers, and reading groups. Renowned for their innovative features and functionality, Intelerad
solutions, such as IntelePACS®, InteleViewer™, InteleOne® XE, and nuage® Cloud Imaging Platform increase productivity
and streamline workflow by overcoming technical barriers in distributed and complex environments. Highly scalable,
flexible and robust, Intelerad’s solutions offer high performance and industry-leading customer service and support.
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To learn more, contact your Intelerad account representative by calling +1-833-446-8567.
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